This paper presents the development of a control strategy for a fuel cell and supercapacitor hybrid power system for application in a city driving bus. This aims to utilise a stable fuel cell power output during normal operation whilst allowing variations to the power output based on the supercapacitor state-of-charge. This provides flexibility to the operation of the system, protection against over-charge and under-charge of the supercapacitor and gives flexibility to the sizing of the system components. The proposed control strategy has been evaluated using validated Simulink models against real-world operating data collected from a double-decker bus operating in London. It was demonstrated that the control strategy was capable of meeting the operating power demands of the bus and that a wide range of degrees of hybridisation are viable for achieving this. Comparison between the degree of hybridisation proposed in this study and those in operational fuel cell (FC) hybrid buses was carried out. It was found that the FC size requirement and FC variation can be significantly reduced through the use of the degree of hybridisation identified in this study.
Introduction
The London bus network is the largest road transportation network in the UK and is an essential part of the public transportation network [1] . This, however, results in significant contributions to both Greenhouse Gas (GHG) and local pollutant emissions [2] [3] [4] , with strategies such as the ultra-low emission zone implemented as a means of reducing these emissions through deployment of hybrid and zero emissions technologies [5] . One of the more promising potential zero emissions solutions for bus applications is the proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell technology. The PEM fuel cell (which will be referred to as FC in this paper) uses hydrogen as its fuel and produces electricity and water as a waste product through an electrochemical process [6] . Hybridisation of FCs with some form of energy storage is a promising solution to solving the problems of over sizing the FC stack and the FC's poor transient response [6] . Much work has been carried out in the field of PEM FC hybrids for vehicular applications, where hybridisation with battery and/or supercapacitor (SC) technologies has been considered. This covers FC/battery [7] [8] [9] [10] , FC/SC, and FC/battery/SC hybrids [11] [12] [13] [14] , with some examples given. The literature review that follows focuses on FC/SC hybrids as these are most relevant to the work presented here.
In the work of [15] a comparison between fuel cell hybrid configurations and Energy Storage System (ESS) technologies is presented for use in a vehicle. Of the available configurations it was found that connecting the FC and SC via DC/DC converters provides the best solution in terms of reducing the Vehicles 2020, 2, 1-17; doi:10.3390/vehicles2010001 www.mdpi.com/journal/vehicles Vehicles 2020, 2 2 stress on the fuel cell and achieving a high hydrogen economy because of the optimal fuel cell operation. A number of examples of this configuration have been presented in the literature, such as [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . A control strategy based on reducing the transient changes on the FC load has been developed and experimentally tested in [16] . It was shown that the developed system avoids fuel starvation of the FC whilst using the SC to meet transient power changes. In the work of [17] a control strategy based on reducing the transient response of the FC is considered. This was tested against the ECE15 EU drive cycle and performed acceptably. An energy management strategy utilising short-term future energy demand prediction was developed and tested through both simulation and experimentation in [18] . It was found that this strategy offers improved performance, owing partly to the better management of the SC for regenerative braking. Components sizing and development of a control strategy based on Pontryagin's minimum principle has been developed with cost functions of hydrogen consumption, SC supercapacitor state-of-charge (SoC) and fuel cell durability in [19] . The control strategy maintained a fairly stable FC output but did exhibit a large range of FC outputs. An equivalent consumption minimisation strategy (ECMS) is employed to assess the sizing of system components against different driving cycles in [20] . The results suggest a significant variation to the FC output is beneficial in terms of the hydrogen consumption. In the work of [21] the energy management is achieved by using only the SC for transient responses and only the FC for stable load conditions. This however necessitates large transient changes to the FC output. In [22] , a control system aimed at providing voltage regulation on the busbar, tracking of the SC reference current and asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system was developed. In the work of [23] , the control strategy focused on a differential flatness control that offers a simple and effective means of reducing the transient power demand changes on the FC. In the work of [24] , an interleaving technique was successfully used to improve the voltage and current control in the FC/SC hybrid system. This focussed primarily on the short-term system performance. Along with work of [25, 26] that each proposed control strategies to mitigate the stress applied on the FC from a step response to the output power demand. In real world application, step response is rarely required for a vehicle application while frequent variation is often required. In the work of [27] [28] [29] representative duty cycles such as New European Drive Cycle (NEDC) was used to evaluate their proposed control strategies to control the FC output power. The work in the literature highlights that there are numerous methods of controlling the balance of power in a FC/SC hybrid system. Most of the proposed designs have however focussed on the short-term operation of the system and/or have also resulted in significant variations in the FC power output. The aim of the work presented here is to limit the transient response of the FC power output and to assess the possible sizing solutions for a FC/SC hybrid power plant against real-world load profiles. This approach additionally allows for the assessment of the potential for downsizing the FC stack. The work detailed in this paper is a continuation of the research presented in [30] [31] [32] and further considers the evaluation of the degree of hybridisation through improvement of the control strategy. In the previous work, a FC/SC hybrid propulsion system had been developed, constructed and simulated. The FC was used as a fixed output power source to eliminate the dynamic stress applied to the FC. The SC was used to supplement the FC output power and meet the dynamic power demands. A stabilised FC control strategy was designed and demonstrated to be capable of maintaining the FC output constant while enabling the propulsion system to meet the dynamic load demands of a bus. A strategy to identify the FC output power and required SC size was proposed and shown to perform as expected, although a number of limitations of the control strategy were highlighted. These are mainly the required prior knowledge of the required FC output, the lack of flexibility and protection against over and under charge.
The limitations lead to another question. Would it be best practice to maintain the FC and boost converter power output at a predefined and constant setting throughout the entire journey? Hence, this research aims to:
1.
Investigate a strategy to facilitate variation of the FC output control operation to eliminate or mitigate the identified limitations.
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Investigate the impact of the degree of hybridisation for a FC/SC hybrid bus with the proposed control strategy.
Within this paper the outline and development of the updated control strategy is detailed. The performance of the control strategy is compared against the stabilised control strategy previously employed against real-world performance data collected from a city driving bus. Finally, an assessment of the degree of hybridisation is carried out for variations to the control strategy parameters. The novel contributions of this paper are as follows. The development of the control strategy to include protection offers novelty in its application to real-world data and the impact this has on the sizing of the system components. This highlights the viability of using SCs as the energy storage medium even for long drive cycles and for significant downsizing of the FC used. Further to this the wide range of possible sizing solutions shows the flexibility available to the designer.
Data Collection
Operational performance data collected from an ADL Enviro 400H diesel hybrid bus (Alexander Dennis, Larbert, UK) operating in London was used as the basis to test and compare the control strategies. This comprised of data for a whole day of operation of the bus whilst in operation on the 388-bus route, comprising roughly 18 hour of operation, as shown in Figure 1 . For the purposes of this study the data collected was used to provide power profiles of the traction motor power demand upon which the control strategies could be tested. For this the data collected regarding the motor input power were used directly as the power profile and were based on the assumption that the traction motor used on the Enviro 400H would be kept the same with the proposed FC/SC hybrid system. The power profiles used to compare and assess the control strategies implemented are detailed in Table 1 . The purpose of these driving cycles was to test the system under a variety of operating conditions which provide high power, low power and long duration performance requirements. 
FC/SC Operation Strategy
The FC/SC hybrid configuration is shown in Figure 2 . The originally proposed FC/SC operation strategy is to keep the FC at a constant pre-defined output power while using the SC to cover any transient power demand, as detailed in [32] . In this system the balance of power between the FC, SC and load is controlled on the common busbar linking these components. This method has been validated and tested in [31, 32] and was shown to perform well under transient conditions whilst 
The FC/SC hybrid configuration is shown in Figure 2 . The originally proposed FC/SC operation strategy is to keep the FC at a constant pre-defined output power while using the SC to cover any transient power demand, as detailed in [32] . In this system the balance of power between the FC, SC and load is controlled on the common busbar linking these components. This method has been validated and tested in [31, 32] and was shown to perform well under transient conditions whilst maintaining a stable busbar voltage (630 V in this case). Since the voltage is maintained at a constant value, the power balance is directly controlled by controlling the magnitude of the current and can simply be written as:
where each of the current values are defined on the 630 V busbar and I load is the current to/from the load, I fc_out is the current from the FC and I sc_out is the current to/from the SC. The balance of power provided by Equation (1) remains the default control for the proposed control strategy detailed in this paper. The output power of the FC and boost converter (P fc_out ) is defined as 110% of the average power requirement of the bus duty cycle (P load ) with the additional 10% included to account for the losses in the SC buck/boost converter and is maintained at a constant value. The SC was sized by considering the cumulative energy change over the course of the drive cycle, with a 20% margin over the magnitude of cumulative energy change chosen as the SC size, further details of this can be found in [32] . This strategy has been proven capable of providing a reasonable estimation of the required degree of hybridisation for a certain duty cycle. A more detailed description of the system can be found in [32] . However, the strategy has been proven to lack the flexibility required to work effectively across a range of different load profiles and offers no protection against under charge and overcharge of the SC module. To address this, a simple overcharge and undercharge protection strategy is introduced which aims to both provide protection to the energy system and provide greater operational flexibility. Whilst the protection of the system is an important consideration it is also worth considering how the presence of such a protection system will impact upon the sizing of system components.
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To prevent the SC overcharging, a higher threshold value (HTV) was assigned. The HTV is the threshold of the SC SoC, which when exceeded, the value of I fc_out begins to ramp down as a means of preventing the SC from overcharging. The intent is to calculate a new I fc_out reference (and thus a new P fc_out ) based on the SoC of the SC. The calculation for overcharge protection was carried out using the equation:
The change in I fc_out decreases linearly with the SC SoC, such that when SC SoC reaches 100%, the value of I fc_out is 0 A. The value of HTV of the overcharge protection was selected to be 90% SoC. Hence if the SC SoC exceeds 90% the value of I fc_out will decrease, reducing the charging rate of the SC during charge operation and also increasing the discharge rate during discharge operation. Limiting power transients on the FC has also been proved to be very important in [33] [34] [35] . Hence a rate limiter was added to control the rate of change requirement applied on the FC. It takes at least 30 s at a constant rate to increase from no load power (0 kW) to full load power (85 kW) and with the same rate of change limit when power output needs to be decreased.
Undercharge Protection Design
To prevent the SC from becoming fully discharged, a lower threshold value (LTV) was assigned. In this case, the value of I fc_out will ramp up if the SC SoC falls below the LTV and acts as a means of protecting against the SC SoC becoming depleted. The calculation for undercharge protection was carried out using the equation:
where I fc_max is the maximum output current of the FC and boost converter can provide and is set as 120 A, amounting to a maximum power output of 76 kW (85 kW at the FC). For the initial tests, the value of the LTV is set at 60%. Additionally, a lower limit (LL) is introduced and acts as the value of the SC SoC at which I fc_max is reached and assigned as 30%. An increased I fc_out will charge the SC at a higher rate during charge operation and also reduce the power demand placed on the SC during discharge operation. The new I fc_out will be increased by an amount determined by the SC SoC until I fc_out reaches the maximum value of 120 A. A rate limiter has also been added to ensure the change in FC output is gradual.
Control Strategy Overview
The overall control strategy implemented for the hybrid system is based on a defined value of I fc_out and the SoC of the SC. This can be summarised as follows,
The basis of the strategy is to control the value of I fc_out based on the SOC of the SC. Under normal operation the value of I fc_out is taken as the user defined value. If the SOC is less than the LTV then I fc_out is increased to prevent the SC from becoming depleted. The increase in I fc_out is limited in accordance with the maximum output of the fuel cell. If the SoC is greater than the HTV, then I fc_out decreases to prevent the SC overcharging. This will be referred to as the FC variation strategy, with the Simulink model of the hybrid system and control strategy shown in Figure 3 . The basis of the strategy is to control the value of Ifc_out based on the SOC of the SC. Under normal operation the value of Ifc_out is taken as the user defined value. If the SOC is less than the LTV then Ifc_out is increased to prevent the SC from becoming depleted. The increase in Ifc_out is limited in accordance with the maximum output of the fuel cell. If the SoC is greater than the HTV, then Ifc_out decreases to prevent the SC overcharging. This will be referred to as the FC variation strategy, with the Simulink model of the hybrid system and control strategy shown in Figure 3 . 
Performance with FC Variation Strategy
The degree of hybridisation is identified for each of the profiles detailed in Table 2 , where the SC size is defined by calculating the required cumulative energy from the SC based on the duty cycle. The FC variation strategy is applied to the power profiles detailed in Table 2 and compared with the performance of the constant FC output strategy. It should be noted that the FC rated power for each of the simulations is 85 kW, however the results of the simulations determines the minimum size of FC that would be required based on the maximum output observed for each simulation. For power profile 1 (Figure 4a ), the initial FC and boost converter output power was determined to be 17.63 kW and the SC was sized at 2.08 kWh. These settings matched those used for the tests carried out previously without the FC variation strategy. The final SoC at the end of the driving cycle was reasonably close to the initial SoC when using the FC variation strategy at the same degree of hybridisation as that of the base line comparison tests without the FC variation strategy. It should also be noted that the FC and boost converter output reference was reduced a number of times between 100 s and 500 s when the SoC attained 90%. Additionally, the FC and boost converter output reference was increased multiple times to prevent undercharge triggered at the 60% threshold, particularly between 1200 s and 1380 s. The peak FC and boost converter output power is 31.52 kW for this 32-min The strategy to identify the degree of hybridisation was validated against a number of driving cycles with the inclusion of the FC variation strategy. The model will be used to identify the required degree of hybridisation for the entire day of route 388. The average power of the entire day (without driver breaks) has been measured at 9.45 kW based on the operation power measurements. That gives the required initial FC and boost converter output power base reference as 10.39 kW. Based on the load average and FC initial power output setting, the minimum capacity for the SC was determined to be 505 F, which equates to a maximum 16.2 kWh of stored energy. The model has been tested with For profile 2, the bus journey with the lowest average power (Figure 4b) , the initial FC and boost converter output power was set as 6.22 kW and the SC was sized at 1.41 kWh. In this scenario, the SoC of the SC at the end of the test was higher, with the FC variation strategy in operation. The FC and boost converter output was regulated depending on the SoC of the SC, with two occasions when the undercharge protection was engaged. The peak FC and boost converter output power is 26.2 kW which equates to a required FC maximum output power of 29.1 kW assuming a 90% boost converter efficiency. Hence the required degree of hybridisation for this low power journey would be 29.1 kW FC/1.41 kWh SC.
The driving cycle comprising three completed bus journeys, profile 3 (Figure 4c ), used the initial FC and boost converter output power setting of 11.77 kW and a 3.97 kWh SC. As expected, the variations in SoC are identical for both the models with and without the FC variation strategy until the SoC drops to the lower threshold value. Once beyond the FC variation trigger point, the SoC was sustained at an overall higher level as would now be expected. The FC and boost converter output power setting clearly increased during the second part of this bus journey where higher power operations occurred. This results in a significant increase in the SoC of the SC at the end of the journey for the FC variation strategy. The peak power output of the FC and boost converter output power in this driving cycle is 28.7 kW which requires a FC capable of delivering up to 31.9 kW rated output power. Hence the required degree of hybridisation for this longer driving cycle is 31.9 kW FC/3.97 kWh SC. It can be seen that the calculated degrees of hybridisation for all three driving cycles functioned as expected with the inclusion of the FC variation strategy.
The strategy to identify the degree of hybridisation was validated against a number of driving cycles with the inclusion of the FC variation strategy. The model will be used to identify the required degree of hybridisation for the entire day of route 388. The average power of the entire day (without driver breaks) has been measured at 9.45 kW based on the operation power measurements. That gives the required initial FC and boost converter output power base reference as 10.39 kW. Based on the load average and FC initial power output setting, the minimum capacity for the SC was determined to be 505 F, which equates to a maximum 16.2 kWh of stored energy. The model has been tested with the entire day's power profile (profile 4). The FC and boost converter output power and the SoC variation have been plotted in Figure 5 . It is evident that the SC was generally at low SoC having delivered large amounts of energy initially to propel the bus during the morning portion of the driving cycle and largely absorbed excess energy during the afternoon and evening portions of the driving cycle. As a result, the FC and boost converter output was increased significantly by the FC variation strategy in the morning operations and then decreased on two occasions in the afternoon and evening operations. This is because morning (rush hour) driving requires a lot of starts which are high load events and rarely will the bus attain appreciable speeds which would also compromise regenerative energy capture. It was found the average charge efficiency of the SC throughout the entire day was 82.7%, while the It is evident that the SC was generally at low SoC having delivered large amounts of energy initially to propel the bus during the morning portion of the driving cycle and largely absorbed excess energy during the afternoon and evening portions of the driving cycle. As a result, the FC and boost Vehicles 2020, 2 9 converter output was increased significantly by the FC variation strategy in the morning operations and then decreased on two occasions in the afternoon and evening operations. This is because morning (rush hour) driving requires a lot of starts which are high load events and rarely will the bus attain appreciable speeds which would also compromise regenerative energy capture. It was found the average charge efficiency of the SC throughout the entire day was 82.7%, while the discharge efficiency was 90.3%. The SoC was maintained within the prescribed operational range. The proposed degree of hybridisation proved capable of delivering effective bus operation for the entire day. Since the highest power of the FC and boost converter output is 24.2 kW, this equates to a required FC power of 26.9 kW with a 90% average boost converter efficiency. Therefore, the degree of hybridisation on route 388 bus for the operating day can be identified to be 26.9 kW FC/16.2 kWh SC.
The variable FC output control strategy showed to limit the variation of the SC SoC and thus allow the system to provide for the long-term transient power demands of the bus without either depleting of over-charging the SC. It has been seen that the FC variation strategy results in significantly less variation in the SC SoC during operation, this leads to the situation where the calculated SC size can potentially be reduced by utilising the FC variation strategy. This also allows for a greater flexibility in the degree of hybridisation of the system and will now be explored.
The response of the system during over-and under-charge is highlighted in Figure 6 . The over-charge and under-charge protection response is taken from profiles 1 and 3 respectively. It can be seen in Figure 6 (a) that the SC SoC rises above the HTV (90%) at 346 s as a result of a regenerative braking event. This causes the value of Ifc_out to decrease. This is followed by a period with no load power requirements. During this period the FC continues to charge the SC but at a decreasing rate. At 376 s an acceleration event occurs, resulting in the SC discharging before SC SoC falls below the HTV at 396 s. During the period of over-charge protection the SC is still able to meet all of the transient demands whilst the FC output is able to slowly ramp down. Similarly, for under-charge protection (Figure 6(b) ), a period of relatively high-power demand occurs at around 4885 s. This causes the SC SoC to fall below the LTV. At this point the FC output begins to ramp up, and limits the rate of discharge SC. A regenerative braking event starting at 4962 s acts to recharge the SC with the FC output ramping down as a result. The SC SoC rises above the LTV at 4978 s and coincides with the FC output returning to the reference value. Again the SC is able to meet the transient load demands whilst the FC is able to ramp slowly.
SoC to fall below the LTV. At this point the FC output begins to ramp up, and limits the rate of discharge SC. A regenerative braking event starting at 4962 s acts to recharge the SC with the FC output ramping down as a result. The SC SoC rises above the LTV at 4978 s and coincides with the FC output returning to the reference value. Again the SC is able to meet the transient load demands whilst the FC is able to ramp slowly. 
Degree of Hybridisation Investigation
This section aims to investigate the impact on the degree of hybridisation of the FC variation strategy and the impact that changes to the SC sizing and control strategy parameters has on this.
The tests are all carried out on profile 4, the whole day operating profile on route 388, with an initial FC and boost converter output base reference (10.39 kW) utilised for the tests. The SC size utilised for the previous test for the full day driving cycle was a 505 F SC (16.2 kWh) with a 60% lower threshold undercharge protection. The same tests have been carried out with different SC sizes to investigate the impact of degree of hybridisation applied on the same driving cycle. The SC size has been decreased while running the same duty cycle simulation. The required FC power has also been determined by using the highest required power from the FC. The tests have also been run for different values of the LTV, with values of 50%, 60%, and 70% utilised to determine the impact of this 
The tests are all carried out on profile 4, the whole day operating profile on route 388, with an initial FC and boost converter output base reference (10.39 kW) utilised for the tests. The SC size utilised for the previous test for the full day driving cycle was a 505 F SC (16.2 kWh) with a 60% lower threshold undercharge protection. The same tests have been carried out with different SC sizes to investigate the impact of degree of hybridisation applied on the same driving cycle. The SC size has been decreased while running the same duty cycle simulation. The required FC power has also been determined by using the highest required power from the FC. The tests have also been run for different values of the LTV, with values of 50%, 60%, and 70% utilised to determine the impact of this on the performance of the system and resulting degree of hybridisation. Hence a degree of hybridisation ratio between the required FC size and SC size can be obtained. The obtained results have been plotted in Figure 7 .
It can be seen that reducing the SC size results in an increase in the FC power required, since a smaller SC will experience quicker variations to the SoC. It was also found that further reducing the SC size beyond 3.2 kWh will cause the system to fail for this particular profile. The failure was caused by the SC SoC dropping to quickly for the FC to be able to respond sufficiently and is a result of the SC being too Vehicles 2020, 2 11 small to effectively act as a damper for the transient power demands of the power profile. It is clear from Figure 6 that the SC size can be reduced significantly but that this comes at the cost of a larger required FC power. Variations to the value of the LTV had a significant impact on the viable values of the degree of hybridisation of the system. It can be seen that reducing the LTV to 50% would increase the required size of both the FC and SC, whereas increasing the LTV to 70% would reduce the required size of both the FC and the SC. It has been found there is a trade-off relationship between the SC size reduction and FC size increase.
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It can be seen from Figure 8 that the 70% lower threshold was subject to the most FC variation for a given SC size, where the FC varied its output for nearly 47% of the day for the worst-case scenario. The variation includes the FC and boost converter output being increased to prevent SoC depletion or being decreased to prevent overcharge. It was found that the average power of the FC and boost converter output for each case is nearly the same with less than 1% variation in results. Since the net power profile of the load are the same for each of the degrees of hybridisation, varying the SC size and LTV will not affect the energy delivery to or from the SC. The minor difference is caused by the charge/ discharge efficiency and differing values of the final SC SoC. The same average FC output power also means the total energy delivered by the FC is always the same.
It can be seen that the degree of hybridisation can be optimised with respect to a number of parameters. However, there is always a trade-off relationship for the parameter that is being controlled. There will be a number of factors involved and is about finding the "best balance" amongst those factors.
All the degrees of hybridisation in Figure 7 have been shown to be capable of suitably delivering the service for a complete operating day of route 388. The three hybrid option results in minimum variation, minimum FC size and minimum SC size have been highlighted. One of these parameters can be maximised for each case, but this would also consequently change the other parameters. It can be seen selecting the degree of hybridisation is not simply finding a "best" number. The factors would depend on the requirements of the bus designer. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the 70% lower threshold was subject to the most FC variation for a given SC size, where the FC varied its output for nearly 47% of the day for the worst-case scenario. The variation includes the FC and boost converter output being increased to prevent SoC depletion or being decreased to prevent overcharge. It was found that the average power of the FC and boost converter output for each case is nearly the same with less than 1% variation in results. Since the net power profile of the load are the same for each of the degrees of hybridisation, varying the SC size and LTV will not affect the energy delivery to or from the SC. The minor difference is caused by the charge/ discharge efficiency and differing values of the final SC SoC. The same average FC output power also means the total energy delivered by the FC is always the same.
All the degrees of hybridisation in Figure 7 have been shown to be capable of suitably delivering the service for a complete operating day of route 388. The three hybrid option results in minimum variation, minimum FC size and minimum SC size have been highlighted. One of these parameters can be maximised for each case, but this would also consequently change the other parameters. It can be seen selecting the degree of hybridisation is not simply finding a "best" number. The factors would depend on the requirements of the bus designer. Finally, the degrees of hybridisation proposed for route 388 in this research were compared with other operating FC buses. All the operating buses used for comparison have been in passenger service in commercial use for a relatively long period of time and represent the majority of commercially available FC buses. Information for the operating buses in terms of FC power and energy storage system size was obtained from a number of literatures sources . The comparison is plotted in Figure 9 . The three options controlled in terms of minimum FC size, SC size and FC variation have been plotted in the FC/SC ratio plot. Finally, the degrees of hybridisation proposed for route 388 in this research were compared with other operating FC buses. All the operating buses used for comparison have been in passenger service in commercial use for a relatively long period of time and represent the majority of commercially available FC buses. Information for the operating buses in terms of FC power and energy storage From the FC point of view, it can be seen that the FC size proposed in this research is significantly smaller when compared with those for most existing FC buses. However, there is an important point that needs to be addressed for the FC size comparison. The required FC size used in the proposed degree of hybridisation are the operating power which defines the minimum rated power required from the FC. This is not necessarily the same as the rated power of the FC. Additionally, the degrees of hybridisation proposed in this research were mainly based on the driving cycle of one operating day. The driving cycle is subject to change based on a variety of factors such as season, weather and other events. Although the proposed FC variation strategy will provide some flexibility for the model to be operated under different driving cycles, the required FC size could be increased to be prepared for possible worst-case scenarios. As a result, the degrees identified in this research are more likely to be appropriate for route 388 on that day instead of for route 388 generally. Further information regarding the operating load profile on different days are needed to make an assessment of whether the operating profile collected is representative of normal operation.
From the energy storage point of view, the energy storage size proposed in this research varies over a wider range compared with those installed in existing buses. Most existing FC hybrid bus models utilise Li-ion batteries as the energy storage technology, with the exception of the WrightBus FC bus (Wrightbus, Ballymena, UK) used on the RV1 Bus route in London. The capacities of the battery used in the existing FC buses are generally larger than proposed in this research. The reason for this is the lower power density of the Li-ion batteries [58] . More batteries need to be integrated to provide for the high transient power outputs required. The SC used on the WrightBus (0.5 kWh) is significantly smaller than the proposed SC capacity in the degree of hybridisation for route 388. There are three reasons for this. First, route RV1 is a relatively flat route which was specifically selected for the FC bus demonstration. As a result, the power variations in the route RV1 in terms of magnitude and frequency are expected to be significantly smaller than for the same bus on route 388. Second, RV1 is a single decker bus while the route 388 bus is a double decker bus. This would further reduce the power demand for RV1 compared to the route 388 bus selected for this research. Third, the FC on RV1 is significantly more powerful than the FC proposed for route 388. As shown earlier this has the potential to reduce the size of the required energy storage system.
Conclusions
This research evaluated and investigated the control strategy for a FC/SC hybrid power system for city bus applications. This is built on a previously proposed stabilised FC output control strategy and degree of hybridisation identification strategy. Based on the limitations identified with the stabilised operating strategy, a FC variation strategy was applied that offers the facility to adjust the FC and boost converter output reference through monitoring the SC SoC. It was found that the model with the inclusion of the FC variation strategy can not only eliminate the limitations for the initial proposed operation strategy, but also bring potential benefits of further optimising the identified degree of hybridisation. A power profile of a complete day of bus operation was used to test the control strategy and explore the viable range of FC and SC sizing. It was found that the system operated as expected in terms of managing the balance of power and SC SoC throughout the bus journey. It can be concluded that the degree of hybridisation identification strategy can be used to assign an appropriate degree for any FC/SC hybrid bus system and the inclusion of the FC variation strategy is an important feature to add flexibility to power system of the bus.
It was found that there are a wide range of degrees of hybridisation that can fulfil the operating performance requirements. It was found that reducing the size of the SC resulted in the need for a larger required FC power to compensate for the increased rate of change of the SC SoC. Additionally, increasing the value of the LTV resulted in a reduction in both the FC and SC size requirements. However, a greater value of the LTV significantly increased the frequency and magnitude of the variation to the FC power output. It has been found that all of the parameters in the degree of hybridisation are interlinked. As a result, the selection of the degree of hybridisation would be dependent on the requirements of the bus designer. Three controlled degrees of hybridisation namely minimum FC size, minimum SC size and minimum FC variation have been proposed for the route 388. The proposed degrees of hybridisation have been compared with degrees of hybridisation of existing FC buses. It has been found that the FC can be significantly downsized from those used in commercial FC buses.
This research further improved the degree of hybridisation identification strategy by implementing a'FC variation strategy. Although the degrees of hybridisation proposed in this research are more designed for the specific profile, the most important contribution of this research is the strategy to identify and explore the feasible degree of hybridisation options. The degree of hybridisation identification method can be applied on any other route. 
